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Headlines:
Supreme Court Upholds Latest Trump Entry Ban – On June 26, 2018, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld
5-4 the Trump administration's third travel ban order. The ban prevents the entry into the United States of
certain nationals from specific countries, with some exceptions.
USCIS Updates Notice to Appear Policy Guidance to 'Support DHS Enforcement Priorities' – Under
the new guidance, USCIS officers will now issue NTAs "for a wider range of cases where the individual is
removable and there is evidence of fraud, criminal activity, or where an applicant is denied an immigration
benefit and is unlawfully present in the United States."
DHS Issues Final Rule Eliminating Nonimmigrant Visa Exemption for Certain Caribbean Residents
Coming to United States as H-2A Agricultural Workers – Effective August 6, 2018, DHS is eliminating
the nonimmigrant visa exemption for certain Caribbean residents seeking to come to the United States as
H-2A agricultural workers and the spouses or children who accompany or follow these workers to the
United States. As a result of the interim final rule, these nonimmigrants must have both a valid passport
and visa.
DHS Extends TPS for Yemen for 18 Months – DHS has extended the temporary protected status
designation for Yemen through March 3, 2020, due to "ongoing armed conflict and extraordinary and
temporary conditions."
Justice Dept. Settles Claims Against Landscaping Company for Discriminating Against U.S.
Workers – The agreement resolves a DOJ investigation concluding that Triple H unlawfully discriminated
against qualified and available U.S. workers based on their citizenship status by preferring to hire
temporary workers with H-2B visas.
Dept. of State Partners with Hilton Hotels and Resorts on Passport Project – DOS employees have
assisted Hilton's "Passport Concierge Booths" across the United States to provide passport applications,
photos, and opportunities to ask questions about applying for a passport.
Attorney General Rescinds 24 Guidance Documents – Attorney General Jeff Sessions announced on
July 3, 2018, that he is rescinding 24 guidance documents that were "unnecessary, outdated, inconsistent
with existing law, or otherwise improper." A DOJ task force is continuing its "review of existing guidance
documents to repeal, replace, or modify."
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Supreme Court Upholds Latest Trump Entry Ban
On June 26, 2018, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld, by a 5-4 vote, the Trump administration's
third travel ban order under Presidential Proclamation 9645, issued September 24, 2017. The
ban prevents indefinitely the entry into the United States of certain nationals from specific
countries, with some exceptions.
A Department of Homeland Security (DHS) fact sheet noted that, among other things, the
government:
•

•
•

Maintained, modified, or eased restrictions on five of six countries designated by
Executive Order 13780, issued in March 2017: Iran, Libya, Syria, Yemen, and
Somalia.
Lifted restrictions on Sudan.
Added restrictions and/or additional vetting on three additional countries (Chad, North
Korea, and Venezuela) found not to meet baseline requirements, but that were not
included in Executive Order 13780. Effective April 13, 2018, Chad was removed from
this list.

The Court observed that plaintiffs alleged that the primary purpose of the entry ban was
religious animus and that the President's stated concerns about vetting protocols and national
security were pretexts for discriminating against Muslims. At the heart of their case was a series
of statements by the President and his advisers both during the campaign and since the
President assumed office. Chief Justice Roberts, writing for the majority, said the issue was not
whether to denounce the President's statements, but the significance of those statements in
reviewing a presidential directive, neutral on its face, addressing a matter within the core of
executive responsibility. In doing so, he said, the Court must consider not only the statements
of a particular president but also the authority of the presidency itself.
Justice Roberts noted that the Proclamation "is expressly premised on legitimate purposes and
says nothing about religion. The entry restrictions on Muslim-majority nations are limited to
countries that were previously designated by Congress or prior administrations as posing
national security risks. Moreover, the Proclamation reflects the results of a worldwide review
process undertaken by multiple Cabinet officials and their agencies."
Three additional features of the entry policy supported the government's claim of a legitimate
national security interest, Justice Roberts noted. First, since the President introduced entry
restrictions in January 2017, three Muslim-majority countries—Iraq, Sudan, and Chad—have
been removed from the list. Second, for those countries still subject to entry restrictions, the
Proclamation includes numerous exceptions for various categories of foreign nationals. Finally,
the Proclamation creates a waiver program open to all covered foreign nationals seeking entry
as immigrants or nonimmigrants. "Under these circumstances, the Government has set forth a
sufficient national security justification to survive rational basis review," the majority concluded.
Justices Breyer, Kagan, Sotomayor, and Ginsburg dissented. Justice Sotomayor said, among
other things, "Taking all the relevant evidence together, a reasonable observer would conclude
that the Proclamation was driven primarily by anti-Muslim animus rather than by the
Government's asserted national-security justifications." Ultimately, she said, what began as a
policy explicitly "calling for a total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United
States" has morphed into a Proclamation putatively based on national-security concerns. "But
this new window dressing cannot conceal an unassailable fact: the words of the President and
his advisers create the strong perception that the Proclamation is contaminated by
impermissible discriminatory animus against Islam and its followers."
The Supreme Court's opinion is at https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/17pdf/17965_h315.pdf. Presidential Proclamation 9645 is at https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-

actions/presidential-proclamation-enhancing-vetting-capabilities-processes-detecting-attemptedentry-united-states-terrorists-public-safety-threats/. A related fact sheet from the Department of
Homeland Security is at https://www.dhs.gov/news/2017/09/24/fact-sheet-president-sproclamation-enhancing-vetting-capabilities-and-processes.
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USCIS Updates Notice to Appear Policy Guidance to 'Support DHS Enforcement
Priorities'
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) issued updated policy guidance on July 5,
2018, that aligns its policy for issuing Form I-862, Notice to Appear, with the immigration
enforcement priorities of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS).
A Notice to Appear (NTA) instructs a person to appear before an immigration judge on a certain
date. The issuance of an NTA starts removal proceedings against the person. Under the new
guidance, USCIS officers will now issue NTAs "for a wider range of cases where the individual
is removable and there is evidence of fraud, criminal activity, or where an applicant is denied an
immigration benefit and is unlawfully present in the United States."
USCIS said that "Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) recipients and requestors are
exempted from this updated guidance when: (1) processing an initial or renewal DACA request
or DACA-related benefit request; or (2) processing a DACA recipient for possible termination of
DACA." As explained in concurrently issued DACA-specific guidance, USCIS said it will
continue to apply NTA guidance issued in 2011 to these cases. USCIS said it will also continue
to follow the existing DACA information-sharing policy regarding any information provided by a
DACA requestor in a DACA request or DACA-related benefit request.
The new policy memorandum updates the guidelines USCIS officers use to determine when to
refer a case to U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) or to issue an NTA. USCIS
said the revised policy generally requires USCIS to issue an NTA in the following categories of
cases in which the individual is removable:
•

Cases where fraud or misrepresentation is substantiated, and/or where an applicant
abused any program related to the receipt of public benefits. USCIS will issue an NTA
even if the case is denied for reasons other than fraud.

•

Criminal cases where an applicant is convicted of or charged with a criminal offense, or
has committed acts that are chargeable as a criminal offense, even if the criminal conduct
was not the basis for the denial or the ground of removability. USCIS may refer cases
involving serious criminal activity to ICE before adjudication of an immigration benefit
request pending before USCIS without issuing an NTA.

•

Cases in which USCIS denies a Form N-400, Application for Naturalization, on good
moral character grounds because of a criminal offense.

•

Cases in which, upon the denial of an application or petition, an applicant is unlawfully
present in the United States.

USCIS noted that the revised policy does not change agency policy for issuing an NTA in the
following categories:
•

Cases involving national security concerns;

•

Cases where issuing an NTA is required by statute or regulation;

•

Temporary protected status (TPS) cases, except where, after applying TPS regulatory
provisions, a TPS denial or withdrawal results in an individual having no other lawful
immigration status; and

•

DACA recipients and requestors when: (1) processing an initial or renewal DACA
request or DACA-related benefit request; or (2) processing a DACA recipient for possible
termination of DACA, as noted above.

Under separate policy guidance issued concurrently, USCIS officers will continue to apply
"Revised Guidance for the Referral of Cases and Issuance of Notices to Appear (NTAs) in
Cases Involving Inadmissible and Removable Aliens," dated November 7, 2011, to the issuance
of NTAs and referrals to ICE for DACA recipients and requestors.
The USCIS notice is at https://www.uscis.gov/news/news-releases/uscis-updates-noticeappear-policy-guidance-support-dhs-enforcement-priorities. The updated policy memorandum is
at https://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/USCIS/Laws/Memoranda/2018/2018-06-28-PM-6020050.1-Guidance-for-Referral-of-Cases-and-Issuance-of-NTA.pdf. The separate policy guidance
issued concurrently is at
https://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/USCIS/Laws/Memoranda/2018/2018-06-28-PM-6020161-DACA-Notice-to-Appear.pdf. The 2011 NTA guidance is at
https://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/USCIS/Laws/Memoranda/Static_Files_Memoranda/NTA
%20PM%20%28Approved%20as%20final%2011-7-11%29.pdf.
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DHS Issues Final Rule Eliminating Nonimmigrant Visa Exemption for Certain Caribbean
Residents Coming to United States as H-2A Agricultural Workers
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) issued a final rule on July 6, 2018, that eliminates
the nonimmigrant visa exemption for certain Caribbean residents seeking to come to the United
States as H–2A agricultural workers and the spouses or children who accompany or follow
these workers to the United States. As a result of the related interim final rule, these
nonimmigrants must have both a valid passport and visa. The Department of State (DOS)
revised its regulations in a parallel interim final rule and is issuing a parallel final rule. Both the
DHS and DOS final rules take effect August 6, 2018.
DHS noted that one commenter on the interim final rule stated that eliminating this longstanding
exemption creates new costs and inconveniences for individuals from these areas, which could
dramatically decrease or essentially prevent these workers from coming to the United States.
The commenter stated that the cost of securing a visa would be more than the average
Jamaican worker could likely afford. DHS responded that while the visa exemption for
agricultural workers from the specified Caribbean countries dates back more than 70 years, it
was created primarily to address U.S. labor shortages during World War II by expeditiously
providing a source of agricultural workers from the British Caribbean to meet the needs of
agricultural employers in the southeastern United States. This basis for the exemption no longer
exists, DHS said, and continuing to provide an exemption for these individuals would be
incongruent with the visa requirements for H-2A workers from other countries. While removing
this exemption may make the process more difficult for individuals from these specified areas, it
"creates an equitable standard for everyone who would like to enter the United States as an H2A agricultural worker or as the spouse or child accompanying or following such an individual,"
DHS said. The agency added that it also "better ensures that individuals from the specified
Caribbean areas seeking admission as H–2A nonimmigrants, and their spouses and children,
are in fact eligible for admission under the desired classification and permits greater screening
for potential fraudulent employment." Furthermore, the agency said that by eliminating this
exemption, the U.S. government is "better situated to ensure that workers are protected from
illegal employment and recruitment- based abuses," including the imposition of prohibited fees.

DHS also stated that the exemption "posed a security risk" because exempt workers did not
undergo the same visa issuance process as H-2A applicants from other countries, including
undergoing a face-to-face consular interview and associated fingerprint and security checks.
The DHS final rule is at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2018-07-06/pdf/2018-14534.pdf. The
parallel DOS final rule is at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2018-07-06/pdf/2018-14513.pdf.
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DHS Extends TPS for Yemen for 18 Months
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has extended the temporary protected status
(TPS) designation for Yemen for 18 months, through March 3, 2020, due to "ongoing armed
conflict and extraordinary and temporary conditions."
Individuals from Yemen with TPS will be eligible to re-register for an extension of their status
through March 3, 2020. Before the conclusion of the 18-month extension, DHS Secretary
Kirstjen Nielsen will review conditions in Yemen to determine whether its TPS designation
should be extended again or terminated.
DHS said there are approximately 1,250 Yemeni TPS beneficiaries. This 18-month extension of
Yemen's designation for TPS permits current Yemeni TPS beneficiaries to re-register for TPS
and remain in the United States with work authorization through March 3, 2020. To be eligible
for TPS under Yemen's current designation, along with meeting the other eligibility
requirements, such individuals must have continuously resided in the United States since
January 4, 2017, and have been continuously physically present in the United States since
March 4, 2017.
The announcement is at https://www.dhs.gov/news/2018/07/05/secretary-nielsenannouncement-temporary-protected-status-yemen. Further details about this extension for TPS,
including information about the re-registration process and employment authorization
documents, will appear in a Federal Register notice.
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Justice Dept. Settles Claims Against Landscaping Company for Discriminating Against
U.S. Workers
On June 26, 2018, the Department of Justice (DOJ) reached a settlement agreement with Triple
H Services LLC, a landscaping company based in Newland, North Carolina, that conducts
business in Virginia and four other states. The agreement resolves a DOJ investigation
concluding Triple H unlawfully discriminated against qualified and available U.S. workers based
on their citizenship status by preferring to hire temporary workers with H-2B visas.
The DOJ investigation found that although Triple H went through the motions of advertising
more than 450 landscape laborer vacancies in five states, it did so in a manner that misled U.S.
workers about the available positions and prevented or deterred some from applying. The
agency found that Triple H did not consider several qualified U.S. workers who applied for
positions in Virginia during the recruitment period, and instead hired H-2B visa workers. In
several states where jobs were available, DOJ found that Triple H prematurely closed the online
job application process for U.S. worker applicants, filled positions with H-2B visa workers
without first advertising the jobs to U.S. workers in the relevant locations, or advertised
vacancies in a manner that did not make the postings visible to job seekers using state
workforce agency online services. DOJ concluded that in taking these actions, Triple H
effectively denied U.S. workers access to jobs based on its preference for hiring temporary H2B visa workers to fill the positions.

Under the settlement, Triple H must establish a back pay fund, with a cap of $85,000, to
compensate certain individuals who were harmed by its practices. The agreement also requires
Triple H to pay $15,600 in civil penalties, engage in enhanced recruitment activities to attract
U.S. workers, and be subject to DOJ monitoring for a three-year period.
This settlement is part of the Civil Rights Division's "Protecting U.S. Workers Initiative," which is
aimed at targeting, investigating, and taking enforcement actions against companies that
discriminate against U.S. workers in favor of temporary visa workers. Under this initiative, the
Civil Rights Division has opened dozens of investigations, filed one lawsuit, and reached
settlement agreements with three employers. Since the initiative’s inception, employers have
agreed to pay or have distributed over $285,000 in back pay to affected U.S. workers, DOJ said.
The Division has also increased its collaboration with other federal agencies to combat
discrimination and abuse by employers using foreign visa workers.
The DOJ's press release is at https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-settles-claimsagainst-landscaping-company-discriminating-against-us. The Triple H settlement agreement is
at https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1074821/download.
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Dept. of State Partners with Hilton Hotels and Resorts on Passport Project
The Department of State (DOS) is working with Hilton Hotels and Resorts on the "Hilton
Passport Project," which "seeks to inspire and encourage U.S. citizens to apply for a passport."
DOS noted that approximately 60% of U.S. citizens do not have a U.S. passport.
DOS employees have assisted Hilton's "Passport Concierge Booths" across the United States
to provide passport applications, photos, and opportunities to ask questions about applying for a
passport.
A passport application typically takes around six to eight weeks from the time of application to
be processed, including mailing time. Expedited Service is an additional $60 and takes two to
three weeks.
More information on the Hilton Passport Project is available at
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/News/passports/hilton-passport-project.html and
https://www.hiltonpassportproject.com/.
DOS separately announced "special passport acceptance events." Most such events are for
first-time applicants and children using Form DS-11 to apply. Those eligible to renew should do
so by mail, DOS said. A city-by-city list is at
https://travel.state.gov/content/dam/passports/content-pageresources/Acceptance%20Event%20PDF%207.2.18.pdf. The announcement is at
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/News/passports/special-passport-acceptance-fairs.html.
For information on renewal by mail, see
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/passports/apply-renew-passport/renew-by-mail.html.
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Attorney General Rescinds 24 Guidance Documents
Attorney General Jeff Sessions announced on July 3, 2018, that he is rescinding 24 guidance
documents that were "unnecessary, outdated, inconsistent with existing law, or otherwise
improper." A DOJ Task Force is continuing its "review of existing guidance documents to repeal,
replace, or modify."

The list of guidance documents that DOJ has withdrawn in 2018 includes, among others:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) State Criminal Alien Assistance Program Guidelines,
2016
Federal Protections Against National Origin Discrimination, April 30, 2006
Look at the Facts, Not at the Faces: Your Guide to Fair Employment, Approx. July 2009
Refugees and Asylees Have the Right to Work, May 2011
Language Assistance Self-Assessment and Planning Tool for Recipients of Federal
Financial Assistance, on or before February 12, 2003
FAQs About the Protection of Limited English Proficiency (LEP) Individuals under Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Title VI Regulations, March 1, 2011
Draft Language Access Planning and Technical Assistance Tool for Courts, December
18, 2012

The DOJ announcement is at https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/attorney-general-jeff-sessionsrescinds-24-guidance-documents.
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New Publications and Items of Interest
Organizations seeking non-lawyer and lawyer volunteers. A group at Cornell Law School has
compiled a list of organizations seeking non-lawyer and lawyer volunteers to help migrants in
detention and deportation proceedings. The list, which is updated on an ongoing basis, is at
http://www.lawschool.cornell.edu/MigrationandHumanRightsProgram/Organizations-seekingnon-lawyer-and-lawyer-volunteers.cfm.
Webinars for employers and employees. The Immigrant & Employee Rights Section of the
Department of Justice's Civil Rights Division will present a series of webinars for employers and
employees. For more information, see https://www.justice.gov/crt/webinars#ier webinars.
Alliance of Business Immigration Lawyers press releases. The latest published releases include:
• ABIL Urges Administration to Change "Buy American and Hire American" Executive
Order: http://www.prweb.com/releases/2018/05/prweb15485457.htm
• ABIL Member Kuck Baxter Immigration Commercial Nominated for an Emmy:
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2018/05/prweb15485460.htm
• ABIL Members Note Immigration Threats for Employers in 2018:
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2018/03/prweb15261255.htm
Nation of immigrants. Podcasts on U.S. immigration history and what it means to be an
immigrant in America:
•
•
•
•

Statutes of Liberty: http://bit.ly/2thMM9O (new episode: A Prescription for Success: EB-1
for Physicians, https://bit.ly/2J7oSjV)
Code Switch Podcast: What Does It Mean To Be A 'Nation of Immigrants'?:
http://n.pr/2FeWWg4
Hidden Brain: The Huddled Masses and the Myth of America: http://n.pr/2Fbo9kC
American Pendulum I: http://bit.ly/2FbYKY3

E-Verify free webinar listings are at https://www.uscis.gov/e-verify/e-verify-webinars/take-freewebinar.
Advisories and tips:
•

Community Advisory: Social Media, Criminalization, and Immigration has been published
by the National Lawyers Guild's National Immigration Project. This advisory summarizes
ways in which immigration agents may use social media against those in removal
proceedings or involved in criminal cases. The advisory is at

https://www.nationalimmigrationproject.org/PDFs/community/2017_03Apr_comm-advsocial.pdf.
•

How to safeguard your data from searches at the border is the topic of several recent
articles and blogs. See, for example,
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/21/technology/personaltech/crossing-the-borderheres-how-to-safeguard-your-data-from-searches.html and
https://www.aclu.org/blog/free-future/can-border-agents-search-your-electronic-devicesits-complicated.

•

Listings and links to cases challenging executive orders, and related available pleadings,
are available at https://lawfareblog.com/litigation-documents-resources-related-trumpexecutive-order-immigration.

LexisNexis has released the latest edition of the Global Business Immigration Practice Guide.
Dozens of members of the Alliance of Business Immigration Lawyers (ABIL) co-authored and
edited the guide, which is a one-stop resource for dealing with questions related to business
immigration issues in 30 immigration hotspots around the world.
The latest edition adds chapters on Malta and Romania. Other chapters cover Australia,
Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Costa Rica, the European Union, France, Germany, Ghana,
Hong Kong, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Mexico, the Netherlands, Nigeria, Peru, Russia,
Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United
States.
Latchi Delchev, a global mobility and immigration specialist for Boeing, called the guide "firstrate" and said the key strong point of the book is its "outstanding usability." She said she highly
recommends the book and notes that it "is helpful even to seasoned professionals, as it
provides a level of detail which is not easily gained from daily case management."
Mireya Serra-Janer, head of European immigration for a multinational IT company, says she
particularly likes "the fact that the [guide] focuses not just on each country's immigration law
itself but also addresses related matters such as tax and social security issues." She noted that
the India chapter "is particularly good. The immigration regulations in India have always been
hard to understand. Having a clear explanation of the rules there helps us sort out many mobility
challenges."
Charles Gould, Director-General of the International Co-operative Alliance, said the guide is "an
invaluable resource for both legal practitioners and business professionals. The country-specific
chapters are comprehensive and answer the vast majority of questions that arise in immigration
practice. Its clear and easy-to-follow structure and format make it the one volume to keep close
at hand."
This comprehensive guide is for:
•

Human resources professionals and in-house attorneys who need to instruct,
understand, and liaise with immigration lawyers licensed in other countries;

•

Business immigration attorneys who regularly work with multinational corporations and
their employees and HR professionals; and

•

Attorneys interested in expanding their practice to include global business immigration
services.

This publication provides:
•

An overview of the immigration law requirements and procedures for over 20 countries;

•

Practical information and tips for obtaining visas, work permits, resident status,
naturalization, and other nonimmigrant and immigrant pathways to conducting business,
investing, and working in those countries;

•

A general overview of the appropriate options for a particular employee; and

•

Information on how an employee can obtain and maintain authorization to work in a
target country.

Each chapter follows a similar format, making it easy to compare practices and procedures from
country to country. Useful links to additional resources and forms are included. Collected in this
Practice Guide, the expertise of ABIL's attorney members across the globe will serve as an ideal
starting point in your research into global business immigration issues.
An excerpt of the book is on the ABIL website at http://www.abil.com/global_practice_guide.cfm.
Contact your Lexis/Nexis sales representative; call 1-800-833-9844 (United States), 1-518-4873385 (international); fax 1-518-487-3584.
ABIL on Twitter. The Alliance of Business Immigration Lawyers is on Twitter:
@ABILImmigration. Recent ABIL member blogs are at http://www.abilblog.com/.
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ABIL Member/Firm News
The following were included in Chambers USA (bio links are included for ABIL members):
Nationwide – Firms
Klasko Immigration Law Partners, LLP
Seyfarth Shaw LLP
Nationwide – Ranked Lawyers
Robert Aronson (Fredrikson & Byron, P.A.)
Charles Foster (Foster LLP)
H. Ronald Klasko (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-klasko.cfm)
Charles Kuck (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-kuck.cfm)
Cyrus Mehta (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-mehta.cfm)
Angelo Paparelli (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-paparelli.cfm)
Gregory Siskind (Siskind Susser PC)
William Stock (Klasko Immigration Law Partners, LLP)
Bernard Wolfsdorf (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-wolfsdorf.cfm)
Stephen Yale-Loehr (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-loehr.cfm?c=US)
By State – Firms
Cyrus D. Mehta & Partners, PLLC
Kuck Baxter Immigration
Maggio & Kattar
Miler Mayer, LLP
Pearl Law Group
Seyfarth Shaw
Wolfsdorf Rosenthal LLP
By State – Ranked Lawyers
Jim Alexander (John Nahajzer's partner)
Sharon Cook Poorak (Angelo Paparelli's partner)
David Fullmer (Mark Ivener's partner)
Anna Gallagher (John Nahazjer's partner)

David Isaacson (Cyrus D. Mehta & Partners, PLLC)
Sameer Khedekar (Julie Pearl's partner)
James King (Angelo Paparelli's partner)
Charles Kuck (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-kuck.cfm)
Carolyn Lee (Miller Mayer, LLP)
Cyrus Mehta (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-mehta.cfm)
Angelo Paparelli (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-paparelli.cfm)
Julie Pearl (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-pearl.cfm)
Cora-Ann Pestaina (Cyrus Mehta's partner)
Bernard Wolfsdorf (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-wolfsdorf.cfm)
Stephen Yale-Loehr (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-loehr.cfm?c=US)
The following were included in Who's Who 2018 (bio links are included for ABIL members):
Thought Leaders (Corporate Immigration):
Enrique Arellano (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers.cfm?c=MX)
Bernard Caris (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-caris.cfm?c=BE)
Laura Devine (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-devine.cfm?c=UK)
Kehrela Hodkinson (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-hodkinson.cfm)
H. Ronald Klasko (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-klasko.cfm)
Jelle Kroes (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-kroes.cfm?c=NL)
Charles Kuck (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-kuck.cfm)
Gunther Mävers (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-mavers.cfm?c=DE)
Marco Mazzeschi (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-mazzeschi.cfm?c=IT)
Cyrus Mehta (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-mehta.cfm)
Bettina Offer (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-offer.cfm?c=DE)
Angelo Paparelli (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-paparelli.cfm)
Nicolas Rollason (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-rollason.cfm?c=UK)
Gregory Siskind (Siskind Susser PC)
William Stock (Klasko Immigration Law Partners, LLP)
Karl Waheed (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-waheed.cfm?c=FR)
Bernard Wolfsdorf (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-wolfsdorf.cfm)
Stephen Yale-Loehr (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-loehr.cfm?c=US)
Listed (ABIL members and affiliated) (bio links are included for ABIL members):
Allison-Claire Acker
Jim Alexander
Erik Anderson
Enrique Arellano (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers.cfm?c=MX)
Robert Aronson
Joseph Barnett
Meredith Barnette
Sophie Barrett-Brown
Dustin Baxter
Matthew Beatus
Naveen Rahman Bhora
Robert Blanco
Delisa Bressler
Jean-Philippe Brunet
Dagmar Butte (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-butte.cfm?c=US)
Bernard Caris (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-caris.cfm?c=BE)
Barbara Jo Caruso (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-caruso.cfm?c=CA)
Maria Celebi (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-celebi.cfm?c=TR)
Ryan Chargois
Natasha Chell
Francis Chin (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-chin.cfm)
Eugene Chow (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-chow.cfm?c=HK)

Steven Clark (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-clark.cfm)
Arnold Conyer (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-conyer.cfm?c=AU)
Philip Curtis (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-curtis.cfm?c=US)
Laura Danielson (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-danielson.cfm?c=CN)
Davy Day
Ilda de Sousa
Dyann DelVecchio Hilbern
Robert Lee DeMoss II
Laura Devine (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-devine.cfm?c=UK)
Meagan Dziura
Rami Fakhoury (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-fakhoury.cfm?c=US)
Elise Fialkowski
Charles Foster
Todd Fowler
Hilary Fraser
Avi Friedman
David Fullmer
Bryan Funai (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-funai.cfm?c=JP)
Anna Marie Gallagher
Steven Garfinkel (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-garfinkel.cfm)
Ana Garicano Sole (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-garicano.cfm?c=ES)
Hiba Ghalib
Vic Goel (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-goel.cfm?c=US)
Avi Gomberg (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-gomberg.cfm?c=CA)
Sander Groen
Elspeth Guild
Thomas Gunnerson
Geneviève Hénault
Janeen Hicks
Kehrela Hodkinson (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-hodkinson.cfm)
Loan Huynh
Mark Ivener (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-ivener.cfm)
Priscilla Jones
Jeff Joseph
Kirby Gamblin Joseph (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-joseph.cfm?c=US)
Mounia Jrabi
Sameer Khedekar
Linda Kim
James King
H. Ronald Klasko (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-klasko.cfm)
Jelle Kroes (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-kroes.cfm?c=NL)
Charles Kuck (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-kuck.cfm)
Avalyn Castillo Langemeier
Vincent Lau (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-lau.cfm)
Carolyn Lee
Judy Lee
Hannah Little
Lisa Locke
Marcia Longdon
Robert Loughran (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-loughran.cfm)
Dawn Lurie
Gabriele Mastmann
Gunther Mävers (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-mavers.cfm?c=DE)
Rosanne Mayer
Marco Mazzeschi (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-mazzeschi.cfm?c=IT)
Cyrus Mehta (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-mehta.cfm)

John Nahajzer (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-nahajzer.cfm)
Christy Nguyen
Bettina Offer (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-offer.cfm?c=DE)
Ariel Orrego-Villacorta (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-orrego-villacorta.cfm?c=PE)
Isabelle Owston
Kristal Ozmun
Angelo Paparelli (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-paparelli.cfm)
Julie Pearl (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-pearl.cfm)
Cora-Ann Pestaina
Sharon Cook Poorak
Hendrik Pretorius
John Quill
Elizabeth Quinn
William Reich (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-reich.cfm)
Kimberley Best Robidoux
Nicolas Rollason (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-rollason.cfm?c=UK)
Cliff Rosenthal
Nestor Rosin
Iñigo Sagardoy
Gina Sales-Cengiz
Ari Sauer
Gunnar Sievert
Gregory Siskind
Joel Stewart
William Stock
Lynn Susser (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-susser.cfm?c=US)
Rodrigo Tannus Serrano (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-tannus.cfm?c=CO)
Elissa Taub
Andrew Tingley
Yvonne Toy
Kim Vowden
Karl Waheed (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-waheed.cfm?c=FR)
Chris Watters (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-watters.cfm?c=ZA)
Robert White
Bernard Wolfsdorf (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-wolfsdorf.cfm)
Stephen Yale-Loehr (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-loehr.cfm?c=US)
Richard Yemm
Lisa Yu
Charles Kuck (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-kuck.cfm) was quoted by PRI in
"Deporting Asylum-Seekers Without Giving Them a Chance to Make Their Case Would Violate
U.S. and International Laws." He said, "The reason why asylum-seekers are exempted from
immediate removal from the United States is because of our international treaty obligations. The
United States has a long history, prior to the signing of the Refugee Convention in 1967, of
turning away asylum-seekers. We turned away boatloads of Jews during World War II and we
didn't want to go back to that time." The article is at https://www.pri.org/stories/2018-0626/deporting-asylum-seekers-without-giving-them-chance-make-their-case-would-violate.
Robert Loughran (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-loughran.cfm), Vic Goel (bio:
http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-goel.cfm?c=US), and Angelo Paparelli (bio:
http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-paparelli.cfm) presented on "Multinational Executives,
Managers and Specialists—No Longer Favored Categories" on a panel at the Council for Global
Immigration 2018 Symposium in Arlington, Virginia, in June. They focused on the distinct
challenges to the L-1A and L-1B categories and current enforcement activity related to
compliance. For more information, see https://www.cfgi.org/symposium/schedule/workshops.

Mr. Loughran was interviewed and quoted by the San Antonio Business Journal in "Volume of
H-1B Tech Visas Drop in SA, But Demand for Help Remains High." Specifically, he outlined the
continued demand for foreign workers due to the low unemployment rate, and creative U.S.
immigration strategies used by employers due to the H-1B cap. The article is at
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanantonio/news/2018/06/15/volume-of-h1-b-tech-visas-drop-in-sabut-demand.html.
Mr. Loughran recently participated in the State Bar of Texas meeting of the Committee on
Laws Relating to Immigration & Nationality, which included a report from the Assistant U.S.
Attorney for the Southern District of Texas in Houston responsible for prosecuting false claims
to U.S. citizenship, denaturalization, smuggling, unlawful entry, and illegal reentry.
Along with Bryan Funai (http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-funai.cfm) and Mr. Paparelli, Mr.
Loughran recently presented to the Alliance of Business Immigration Lawyers (ABIL) on the
immigration impact of mergers and acquisitions and how practitioners can prepare to address
immigration issues in advance of corporate reorganizations.
Mr. Loughran recently presented on "Adapting to New Procedures Under the 'Buy American,
Hire American' Executive Order" at the University of Texas System Benefits & Human
Resources Conference.
Mr. Loughran was interviewed and quoted by the Houston Chronicle in "Fate of Visa Program
for Startups in Limbo," commenting on the Trump administration's efforts to rescind the
International Entrepreneur Rule and its impact on venture capitalists and individual
entrepreneurs. The article is at https://www.houstonchronicle.com/business/article/Fate-of-visaprogram-for-startups-in-limbo-13038223.php.
Cyrus Mehta (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-mehta.cfm) was quoted by the BBC in
"Travel Ban: Trump Hails 'Tremendous' Supreme Court Ruling." Mr. Mehta said the majority
opinion "gave in to President Trump's hate and bigotry and will be viewed as a blemish." The
article is at https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-44619976.
Mr. Mehta participated in a show on TV Asia, "Skilled Immigrants: To Stay or Not?," that
highlights the plight of skilled immigrants and their families caught in green card backlogs. The
show is available at https://bit.ly/2ufcx7T.
Mr. Mehta and Sophia Genovese have co-authored a new blog entry. "Threading the Needle:
Challenging Trump's Travel Ban Despite Trump v. Hawaii" is at
http://blog.cyrusmehta.com/2018/07/threading-the-needle-challenging-trumps-travel-bandespite-trump-v-hawaii.html.
David Isaacson of Mr. Mehta's office has authored a new blog entry. "Another Brick in the
(Virtual) Wall: Implications of USCIS's New Policy Regarding Removal Proceedings Against
Denied Applicants Who Are Not Lawfully Present" is at https://bit.ly/2KXPpGc.
Angelo Paparelli (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-paparelli.cfm) has authored a new
blog entry. "From the Jails to the Streets, Courthouses and Worksites: California Takes on the
Federal Immigration Police" is at https://bit.ly/2Jptbay.
Stephen Yale-Loehr (bio: http://www.abil.com/lawyers/lawyers-loehr.cfm?c=US) will talk about
"Our Broken Immigration System and How to Fix It" at Dartmouth's Osher Lifelong Learning
Institute in Hanover, New Hampshire on August 2, 2018, as part of a series, "Our Divided
Country: How to Find Common Ground." For more information or to register, see
http://osher.dartmouth.edu/summer_series/.
Mr. Yale-Loehr was quoted by Reuters in "U.S. Judge Says Government Must Reunite
Immigrant Families or Face Penalties." Mr. Yale-Loehr said fines amount to a "slap on the wrist"

since the government would be paying itself, but a finding of contempt of court would be
embarrassing and might lead to compliance. "Nobody likes to be held in contempt of court," he
said. The article is at https://www.nasdaq.com/article/us-judge-says-government-must-reuniteimmigrant-families-or-face-penalties-20180710-01278.
Mr. Yale-Loehr was quoted by Voice of America in "Proposed [Public Charge] Rule May Affect
U.S. Legal Immigration." Mr. Yale-Loehr said, "This is not a new issue. The United States has
prohibited the entry of paupers and people likely to become public charges since 1882. Most
potential immigrants must show that they earn at least 125 percent of the federal poverty
income guidelines before they are granted green cards, or have sponsors assume financial
responsibility for them." He also noted that of the more than 1 million people granted permanent
residence in fiscal year 2017, only 3,237 were found ineligible based on public charge concerns.
The article is at https://www.voanews.com/a/proposed-rule-may-affect-us-legal-immigration/4477138.html.
Mr. Yale-Loehr was quoted by USA Today in "How a Judge Can Punish Trump Administration
Over Separated Families." Legal experts say the judge could threaten contempt of court and jail
time against lower-ranking members of federal agencies, could order hefty fines, or could order
the agency heads to appear in court as a form of public shaming. He said the somewhat
symbolic finding of contempt of court, without much punishment attached, may be the limit of
the judge's ruling. "The court of public opinion, and the admonition by the judge, may be about
as much as anyone can practically do at this point." The article is at
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2018/07/11/how-judge-can-punish-trumpadministration-over-separated-families/775787002/.
Mr. Yale-Loehr was quoted by numerous media outlets regarding the Supreme Court's entry
ban decision, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forbes.com: https://www.forbes.com/sites/stuartanderson/2018/06/27/the-travel-bandecision-how-bad-for-immigration-policy/#250a46f35a81
CNN: https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/27/politics/trump-travel-ban-immigrationagenda/index.html
Associated Press (numerous papers): https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/expertstravel-ruling-boost-immigration-suits-56192839
Marketplace.org: https://www.marketplace.org/2018/06/26/business/big-tech-and-othercompanies-decry-supreme-court-travel-ban-ruling
WCBS: https://app.criticalmention.com/app/#clip/view/f535beec-ac91-46ae-b1c8dc7f32ea15cf?token=6b84b3b5-cef8-45c2-a059-6771bdf56ffb
Globe and Mail: https://www.theglobeandmail.com/world/us-politics/article-us-supremecourt-upholds-trumps-travel-ban-targeting-majority/
Financial Times:
https://accounts.ft.com/login?location=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ft.com%2Fcontent%2F18
cd1f96-794c-11e8-8e67-1e1a0846c475
CNBC: https://www.cnbc.com/2018/06/26/supreme-court-rules-in-trump-muslim-travelban-case.html
Huffington Post (picked up by Yahoo): https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/entry/supremecourt-trump-travel-ban_us_5b31f271e4b0cb56051bb8bc?utm_hp_ref=ca-us-politics
USA Today: https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2018/06/26/supreme-courttravel-ban-ruling-trump-ban-more-countries/734677002/
San Francisco Chronicle: https://www.sfchronicle.com/nation/article/Trumpadministration-s-travel-ban-upheld-by-13026833.php
Raw Story: https://www.rawstory.com/2018/06/keith-ellison-blows-cnn-travel-ban-justicegorsuch-bidding-paymasters/
Univision: https://www.univision.com/noticias/inmigracion/la-corte-suprema-falla-a-favordel-veto-migratorio-de-trump-contra-paises-de-mayoria-musulmana

•
•
•

Agence France-Presse/Euronews: http://fr.euronews.com/2018/06/26/la-cour-supremevalide-le-decret-migratoire-tres-controverse-de-trump
https://www.lexpress.fr/actualites/1/monde/la-cour-supreme-valide-le-decret-migratoiretres-controverse-de-trump_2020574.html
https://www.biobiochile.cl/noticias/internacional/eeuu/2018/06/26/suprema-de-eeuuvalida-veto-migratorio-de-trump-contra-refugiados-de-seis-paises.shtml

Mr. Yale-Loehr was quoted by several media outlets about the prospects for abolishing the
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement agency:
•
•
•
•
•
•

USA Today: https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2018/06/27/immigrantchildren-move-eliminate-ice-has-long-way-go/737839002/
Politifact: http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/article/2018/jun/28/donald-trump-callschanges-immigration-system-what/
Crime Report: https://thecrimereport.org/2018/06/28/abolish-ice-it-wont-happen-anytimesoon/
NBC.com: https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/politics/Abolish-Ice-Movement-GrowsPocan-Democrats-Bill-486960731.html
AFP (many newspapers, including the Daily Mail in the UK):
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/afp/article-5902793/Calls-abolish-US-immigrationagency-border-abuses.html
Business Journals: https://www.bizjournals.com/bizwomen/news/latestnews/2018/07/ocasio-cortez-sparks-debate-over-ices-future.html?page=all
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Government Agency Links
Follow these links to access current processing times of the USCIS Service Centers and the
Department of Labor, and the Department of State's latest Visa Bulletin with the most recent
cut-off dates for visa numbers:
USCIS Service Center processing times online:
https://egov.uscis.gov/cris/processTimesDisplay.do
Department of State Visa Bulletin: https://travel.state.gov/content/visas/en/law-andpolicy/bulletin.html
Visa application wait times for any post: https://travel.state.gov/content/visas/en/general/waittimes.html/
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About ABIL
The Alliance of Business Immigration Lawyers (ABIL) offers a single point of contact for
customer needs, news alerts, staff training, and other programs that benefit clients through the
collaboration of more than 400 member lawyers and their 1,000 staff. Corporate counsel,
human resource professionals, in-house immigration managers, and other corporate decisionmakers turn to ABIL lawyers for outstanding legal skills and services. ABIL's work also includes
advocating for enlightened immigration reform, providing speakers and media sources,
presenting conferences, publishing books and articles on cutting-edge immigration topics, and
sharing best practices, all with the ultimate goal of offering value-added services to business
immigration clients.
The Alliance of Business Immigration Lawyers' website is at http://www.abil.com/. ABIL is also
on Twitter: @ABILImmigration.

Disclaimer/Reminder
This email does not constitute direct legal advice and is for informational purposes only. The
information provided should never replace informed counsel when specific immigration-related
guidance is needed.
Copyright © 2018 Alliance of Business Immigration Lawyers. All rights reserved.
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